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Abstract. Considerations on the subject were carried out by a comparative
analysis of modern architecture of large volume sport objects that originated i.a.
in Poland at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries with references to earlier
objects and trends in worldwide architecture. Case studies are an effective tool
that allows to observe changes and on this basis to draw conclusions for the
directions of development. It is a chance to comment on the relationship
between computer tools and the form and method of solving selected problems
of architectural designing. Analysis of selected examples leads to the conclusion
that modern architecture of sports arenas probably not have been built without
participation of computer programs.
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1 Introduction

The design of large scale objects has been the subject of our research led within a
university team for a long time1 [1]. In recent years, Poland has hosted sports com-
petitions of international reach – in 2012 the EUFA European Football Championship
and in 2014, the World Men’s Volleyball Championship. These occasions provided an
opportunity to enlarge and modernize Polish sports infrastructure which allowed to
decrease the difference between architectural technology and engineering in Poland and
other parts of the world. The newly built objects had to fulfill very high standards. This
new reality was the initial impulse for our research and thoughts.

1 Part of the research is presented in the paper Juzwa N., Ujma-Wasowicz K.: “Large scale
architecture. Design human factors and ergonomics aspects based on state-of-the-art structures. Does
new architectural geometry require a reinspection of comfortable usage and the user’s emotions?”
during AHFE International Conference 2012.
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The merit of the current contribution are large-scale sports and show (entertain-
ment) objects.2 This paper consists of three parts:

– introduction;
– discussion of the tradition of large-scale objects for sports and entertainment;
– presentation of selected examples of sports arenas and stadiums in information

driven era;
– summary and conclusions.

Probably the most important feature of modern architecture is a constant search for a
diversity of solutions. We witness the disintegration of the regular, Cartesian net of spatial
arrangements and in many modern examples we see the aesthetic and engineering capa-
bilities in the transition from geometric to organic forms. The variability of form is accom-
panied by a variability and diversity of the material creating the new architectural space.

Architecture, in particular from the end of last century is a continuous search for
novelty. Dariusz Kozłowski talks about searching novelty and weariness: “… the
recipient can be weary, but it is rather the impatience of the bored artist, which drives the
innovative character of solutions in ever new facilities” [2]. At this point doubts arise; on
the one hand, architecture as Umberto Eco said, should contribute to the destruction of
its own codes [3], on the other, according to Kozłowski, it should operate with elements
understood by the recipients, elements which they are accustomed to. This character-
istics gains particular gravitas when utility is the most important characteristics for the
investor – when the object is to serve a particular function. Architecture of large forms is
usually created for the needs of a person or an institution. In many cases, to the investor
aesthetic matters are of secondary importance, more stress is placed on utility and the
cost of the planned construction. In such cases, the architectural form and aesthetics of
the solutions become important mainly for the anonymous recipient, the future user.

Architectural decisions concerning a large-scale – public – object, become
important for the city in which the object is being created. Such an object, especially
when it is architecturally characteristic and noticeable becomes an important element –
an icon – of the urban landscape.

Objects serving shows and sports events have always been present in human cul-
tures and new eras introduced contributions from previous generations, also in archi-
tecture. Each historical era, starting in antiquity, introduced into architecture a
characteristic specific to its time. From the oldest times the balance between utility,
durability and beauty have been a measure of the quality of architecture; logics of
construction was added in the gothic and transfer of emotions, in baroque. From the last
years of the 19th century until mid-20th century rationalism dressed in the philosophy of
modernism was the most important feature which concerned the object and its context.

The medial modern times adapt to the increasing variability of social needs – the
variability itself has various dimensions and stems from the need to individualize every-
thing; as if in opposition to the increasing unification of the world, societies feel the need for
individualization and the importance of non-standard solutions increases. This concerns

2 The difference between the solutions of the hall and stadium was not explored as it did not seem
important to the thoughts expressed here.
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also architecture. This cognitive fluidity, the ability to freely amalgamate contents having
their source in various spheres of interaction – functional, aesthetic, in “familiarity”,
identity, prestige – is encountered in current architecture. Such free combination of func-
tional and aesthetics contents with the simultaneous availability of new design techniques
and new technologies available in the realization of the work result in an extremely indi-
vidual image of the architectural space. Innovation of the manner in which search for
architectural solutions is performed is also a characteristic feature of sports architecture.

Apart from features common for a whole range of architectural solutions,
large-scale sports arenas have features that distinguish them from others buildings. In
authors’ opinion the most important are:

– geometric nonlinearity – elliptical projection which is the result of a natural formal
and functional shaping – it appears as a sine qua non element, equally in historic, as
in modern arenas;

– spatial size – the need for a accumulation in one space – under one roof – of
thousands of spectators and ensuring that they have a good view and sound;

– shaping of the form as a spatial reflection of the “architecture of emotions” –

making a reference to places of events – creating objects whose core of functionality
is enabling a joint experiencing of emotions;

– adaptability of solution as a results of a design process using advanced computer
tools as well as their affordability as an answer to the changing market needs;

– accessibility of the space to various groups of users, which stems from pro-social
legal requirements, architects’ attitudes and economy of usage.

These features in confrontation with newly designed objects leads to the inference
that nowadays sports architecture draws conclusions or provides solutions that are the
effects of tradition and coexistence of sports and society spanning many centuries, as
well as an effect of excellent contribution of computer aided design.

2 Sources of Tradition of Modern Sports Arenas

The title of the presentation contains a question of the uniqueness of the investigated
objects. For the clarity of the message it is important to draw attention to some objects
that seemingly contributed to the modern examples solutions and those mentioned
special features that are important also today. The point of focus are: the Roman
Colosseum, Wroclaw Centennial Hall, Katowice Spodek (pol. “saucer”) Arena and the
Munich Olympiastadion.

Colosseum, Rome, Italy 80 (Fig. 1). Known as the FlavianAmphitheatre, was erected in
the 70 s of the first century of our era. This elliptical building measuring 156x188 m and
having a height of 48.5 m was used for gladiators’ fights, hunting for wild animal and
similar spectacles funded by the emperor and Roman aristocrats. The auditorium could
contain 50 000 sitting spectators located around the arena according to a strictly defined
hierarchy: senators, the rich and less rich Romans from the lowest to higher rows. Women
and commoners at the very top. On very hot or rainy days there was a possibility of partial
coverage of the auditorium and arena. For this purpose velarium was used, a large,
waterproof canvas stretched on ropes. The arena that measures 54x86 m was once covered
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with a wooden floor and a thick layer of sand. Two stores of cellars were located under the
floor; they were used for keeping animals and humans participating in the spectacles. The
cellar interiors had corridors, external exits and lifts which allowed to elevate large animals
to the level of the arena. Also the auditorium had a well-conceived system, 80 entrances and
exits allowing to distribute the spectators and for a relatively rapid exit from the object. The
building survived hardly changed over many years and, even in the years of the fall of
RomeAD458 and 508, renovated. It was destroyed during an earthquake in 1349. From the
mid-18th century it was under a constant care as a place commemorating the suffering of
first Christians. It was also then when the tradition of the Stations of the Cross started, a
processionwithin the ruins of the large amphitheatre onGood Friday. In 2007 the object has
been included in the list of the “New7Wonders of the World” – the motto has become “joy
and suffering”. When today on TV screens around theworld the Good Friday stations of the
Cross can be viewed, we are still impressed by the magnificence and beauty of this place, as
well as the vision of the architects and constructors of those times.

Centennial Hall, Wrocław, Poland 1913 (Fig. 1). This arena was designed by Max
Berg and built to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the victory over Napoleon in
the Battle of Leipzig. The hall served the international fairs. It was used for sports
events, concerts, opera performances. In 2006, the object was included in the list of
UNESCO World Heritage Site together with the four-dome pavilion authored by Hans
Poelzig. The huge, expressionistic building inspires admiration thanks to the magnif-
icent reinforced concrete construction. The construction of the large reinforced concrete
dome (span of 62 m and height of 42 m) was at the time of construction the largest
cupola in the world and a model for modernist solutions of similar constructions. The
modernization of the elevation and the interior conducted in 2007 adapted the building
to the use according to the current needs. The total reconstruction of the auditorium and
lowering of the floor by 2.7 m allowed to increase the capacity to 10 000 spectators.
The size of the arena is 25x45 m.

Spodek Arena, Katowice, Poland 1971 (Fig. 2). In the 1960s in Katowice, on the
terrain of the old steelworks Franz and Fanny, next to the coal mine Ferdinand (Ka-
towice), began the construction of a large object, sports and entertainment hall. It was
created by the architects Maciej Gintowt, Jerzy Hryniewiecki and Maciej Krasiński and
constructors Wacław Zalewski i Andrzej Żurawski3. The architecture of the this
building is one of the most recognisable Polish sport and spectacle arenas. It is the
prototype of the roof structure known in the world and in classic engineering designs as
Geiger’s Dome4. The geometry of the object can be imagined as an inverted cone with
the base intersected by a slanted plane. The tilting of the roof is caused by the solution

3 The creator of the spatial- construction concept was Wacław Zalewski, and after he left Poland
Andrzej Żurawski.

4 The dome of a span of 126 m has the shape of a tilted plate – hence the name “spodek” – in Polish:
saucer. The construction system known as “tensegrity” ensures a perfect arrangement of tensions in
the integrating structure According to M. Pelczarski “O kształtowaniu dachu katowickiej hali
spodka. Rozważania z wywiadów z Profesorem Zalewskim” [w:] Architectus 2013 (34), WAPWr,
Wrocław. DOI:105277/arc.130205 (On shaping the roof of the Katowice Spodek Arena. Discussions
from interviews with Prof. Zalewski.).
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of the interior, ensuring the alignment of the main seats on the tribune and ensuring the
organization of the stage and auditorium. The worldwide unique formal, spatial and
construction solutions are probably a result of cooperation and talent of the creators
who had to face extremely difficult local foundation conditions - the object was built in
the area of active mining damage. The hall of the “Spodek” Arena provides flexibility
of spectacles, events, concerts and a wide offer of the mode of use of the rooms
accompanying the main hall. The object was modernized in 2014, the audience was
enlarged to ca. 8 000 people (some sources quote 10 000). In 2014, the hall was a
witness of the happiness and emotions connected with the Polish men’s team winning
the World Championship in Volleyball.

The Olympiastadion, Munich, Germany 1972 (Fig. 2). The Olympic Stadium in
Munich, designed by architect Gunter Boenish and constructor Otto Frei, was built on
the occasion of The Olympic Games in 1972.5 The authors accepted a task thinking of
the motto of the Olympics: “The Happy Games”. A concept of the stadium was to
reflect the Alps, their rhythm, variability and the drama of the image. This idea was
expressed by a curve of a hanging decking: acrylic panels supported by a cable
structure suspended on vertical steel posts. The most notable feature is the great
meaning of structure and, simultaneously, the feeling of emotional reception of the
architecture of a place. The stadium, designed for 80 000 spectators, is a part of a sports
complex located in the park area. The complex consists of a sports hall, stadium,
swimming pools and other sport facilities, as well as an Olympic Village and a con-
ference and press center. The mentioned fantastic acrylic roof was the most contro-
versial issue for the inhabitants. Its size is approx. 80 000 square meters and it spreads
over the stadium and a part of the Olympic Park. Extensive use of sports and enter-
tainment function, along with the scale of the facility and clearly noticeable integration
of land and architecture, made the structure the biggest tourist attraction of the city.

3 Large–Scale Sports Architecture in the Era of Information

On the one hand contemporary state-of-the-art architecture for sport and entertainment
for sure fits to thoughts of architects deconstructivists “Coop Himmelb(l)au”: “We want
architecture that has more to offer. Architecture that bleeds, exhausts, that turns and
even breaks… Architecture that glows, that stabs, that tears and rips when stretched.
Architecture must be precipitous, fiery, smooth, hard, angular, brutal, round, tender,
colorful, obscene, randy, dreamy, en-nearing, distancing, wet, dry and heart-stopping.
Dead or alive. If it is cold, then cold as a block of ice. If it is hot, then as hot as a tongue
of flame. Architecture must burn!”.6 In such reference (going parallel to thinking about
the structure) it seems that today the most simple and most obvious way is to “sell”

5 According to: www.archdaily.com/109136/ad-classics-munich-olympic-stadium-frei-otto-gunter-
benisch.

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coop_Himmelb(l)au; Their Sports' Arenas projects: “Rhein Main
Arena” in Germany 2006 ( Frankfurt/M), “Soccer Stadium Zaragoza” in Spain 2008 (Zaragoza) or
“Silk Leaf Stadium” in Japan 2012 (Tokyo).
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emotions outside the object, outside place where the event is held, through not only
architectural form, but also illumination and changing pictures around. On the other
hand such large scale architecture posses characteristic feature - adaptability of solution
that can be reached depending on the needs of the specific event or the time of using.
Certainly those are possible thanks to modern, controlled by a computer, progressive
technology. To illustrate such thesis several examples of the objects are discussed
below: National Stadium in Beijing, Allianz Arena in Munich, Municipal Stadium in
Wroclaw (Breslau), Arena Kraków in Cracow, Wembley Stadium in London, Aquatics
Centre in London, AAMI Park Stadium in Melbourne.

“Bird’s Nest”, Beijing, China 2008 (Fig. 3). Named “Bird’s nest” Beijing National
Stadium was designed by the duo Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron for The Olympic
Games in Beijing in 2008. China, with its philosophy of metaphoric way of seeing the
reality, was a difficult market for the team of architects known for treating architecture very
literally: “A building is a building. It cannot be read like a book; it doesn’t have any credits,
subtitles or labels like picture in a gallery. In that sense, we are absolutely
anti-representational. The strength of our buildings is the immediate, visceral impact they
have on a visitor”. Jacques Herzog.7 Prior to the competition architects, conscious of the
need to refer to the local culture and the Chinese passion for metaphors as well as the risk of
encountering cultural differences, asked the Chinese artist AiWeiwei to cooperate. From the
beginning of work representatives of Arup Company, later responsible for detail designs
including the structure, were participating in the project. Already at the stage of the com-
petition Arup designers created a CAD model of the building proposing a system of pillars
and beams hidden in the thicket of elements. “Bird’s Nest” is one of the largest stadiums in
the world (220 m x 320 m, 70 m high) – it accommodated 91 000 spectators during the
Olympic Games. Due to the risk of earthquakes the stadium structure was designed as two
independent structures – reinforced concrete stadium bowl and a steel “shell” forming the
walls and the roof over the stands. Both the stadium bowl and its cover were designed using
parametric methods (CATIA software v.5 by Dassault Systeme) enabling changes and
testing alternatives. Later stages of parametric design defined shapes of membrane fillings
(ETFE) between structural elements. Digital models, used in the initial phase of the project,
did not decide on the shape and the nature of the building. They were rather used for
optimizing assumptions, testing them, reducing costs and for preparing documentation.
Ultimately, the work of an international team “has nested” in its place not thanks to models,
but thanks to conscious and derivative references to the local identity.

Allianz Arena, Munich, Germany 2005 (Fig. 3). The history of Allianz Arena Sta-
dium in Munich is a history of emotions. The history originates from the decision of FC
Bayern to resign from the use of the existing Olympic stadium designed by Gunter
Benisch and Frei Otto. After a heated discussion the idea to renovate the stadium
was rejected and two Munich clubs (FC Bayern and TSV 1860) decided on a joint
realization of a brand new stadium. A competition was announced and later won by

7 Words of Jacques Herzog [in] “The Pritzker Architectural Prize Jacques Herzog and Pierre de
Meuron 2001 Laureates Biography” Martha Thorne, Executive Director. The Pritzker Architecture
Prize 2001 The Hyatt Foundation.
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Herzog & de Meuron architecture firm. The stadium size is 200 x 250 m and it is 50 m
high. The stadium capacity is over 70 000 spectators. The structure of the stadium and
technical solutions of the exterior are designed by Ove Arup & Partners. An innovative
concept is the solution which enables color changes of the entire structure depending
on what team is playing. For example: when Bayern plays – the color is red, when TSV
plays – the color is blue. Such an idea needs a façade which enables easy color change.
The architects proposed covering the facade with large ETFE foil (ethylene-
tetrafluoroethylene) “pillows” lit from the inside by white fluorescent tubes. There is
approx. 2,8 thousand of such “pillows” in the façade, each of a different shape and size.
Detail solutions (precise shape, mounting points, seals shapes, apertures) were devel-
oped by Covertex Company with advanced parametric CAD/CAM solutions and a
form-finding technology. Colors can be changed in the real time, independently for
each “pillow”. Thanks to that the stadium can reflect ongoing events and react to the
emotions of spectators. All that, combined with the fact that the stadium can be seen
from the distance of many kilometers, shows architecture as a real emotion transmitter.

Municipal Stadium in Wrocław, Wroclaw, Poland 2011 (Fig. 4). The stadium was
built as a part of an investment associated with “UEFA European Football Championship”
organized in Poland and in Ukraine in 2012. It was designed by a polish consortium JSK
Architects (also known for designing “The National Stadium” in Warsaw). The stadium
looks like a lantern which symbolizes the dynamic development of the city of Wroclaw.
The project distinguisher is a fiberglass mesh covered with Teflon and mounted on steel
rings around the stadium. This semitransparent façade gave the lightness to the stadium.
Specially designed lighting allows the change of colors around the circuit, depending on
the event taking place. The capacity of tribunes oscillates around 43 000. Different events
were planned at the stadium (sports, concerts and mass events).

Arena Kraków, Cracow, Poland 2014 (Fig. 4). Tauron Arena Kraków is a sports and
entertainment hall completed in Poland in Cracow in 2014. It was designed by a con-
sortium of companies: Perbo-Projekt Sp. z o.o. from Cracow and Modern Construction
Systems Sp. z o.o. from Poznan. The hall was created to host “Volleyball Men’s World
Cup” in the same year. It is currently the largest in Poland and one of the most modern
facilities of this kind in Europe. It accommodates, depending on the event (sports, con-
certs, congresses, exhibitions, etc.), from 11 000 up to 18 000 spectators. Its façade is a
distinctive architectural element (its special feature). It is the largest LED screen in Poland
(with a height of 14 m) encircling the hall all along its perimeter. The screen enables
projection of the events taking place inside the hall or it is used for advertising.

Wembey Stadium, London, Great Britain 2007 (Fig. 5). Reconstruction and
expansion of the old Wembley Stadium (built in 1923) is an unprecedented example of a
new quality and spectacularity of a national sports facility. The authors of architectural
changes were Foster & Partners and HOK Sport (Populous after 2009). The stadium can
seat up to 90 000 people and it is the second largest (right after Spanish “Camp Nou”)
stadium in Europe. Like other discussed objects, it is multifunctional. For example in
case of athletic competitions the level of the floor is raised 3 meters up (reducing the
number of seats to 68 000). According to the designers, the stadium façade (besides the
glass entrance area) was supposed to be neutral to emhasize the line of thr construction
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arch. This arch is the strongest architectural element: it is 133 m high, 315 m long, and
its diameter is 7 m at the widest point. During the night the arch is illuminated and it can
be seen from distant parts of London. Lightning conditions as well as ventilation
conditions were modeled digitally for the best evaluation of the grass growth level.

Aquatics Centre, London, Great Britain 2012 (Fig. 5). A competition to design
“London Aquatics Centre” was won by Zaha Hadid. The building was completed in 2012.
Swimming competitions took place in The Centre during The Olympic Games. Organic
architecture of “Aquatics Centre” is characteristic for its designer. The object is formed by a
decking inspired, according to the author, by changeability of waving water. To complete the
designed spatial effect, the collaborating Arup firm used complex and integrated digital
models enabling constant interbranch coordination. These tools enabled implementing pos-
sibilities of adapting the building for further needs. Under the decking are swimming pools
and an auditorium for 2 500 people. Originally the project assumed a greater auditorium (for
approx. 15 000 people) deckedwith a three times bigger roof. During the initial analysis it was
calculated that the total cost, including construction and maintenance, significantly exceeds
the budget. This caused a change in the approach to the project. Reduction of the size of the
Center and construction of temporary auditoriums on both sides of the structure were pro-
posed. Thanks to that the Centre accommodated 17 000 spectators during the Olympics.
Temporary tribunes included not only auditoriums but also some of the service rooms (e.g.
toilets). It was not until the end of the Olympics when the Centre received its proper shape.
Tribunes were removed and sold and side walls of the building were closed with glazing.

AAMI Park Stadium, Melbourne, Australia 2010 (Fig. 6). The newest stadium in
Melbourne is an initiative of Victoria State authorities. It was built in 2010 and its
capacity is about 30 000 spectators. The city, despite having a number of large-scale
sports facilities, did not have a stadium for football and rugby matches. The AAMI
Park Stadium was designed by Cox Architects and Planners and detail projects were
completed by Arup firm. Arup was engaged to develop tribune structure, the stadium
shell, fittings, and the mass motion analysis. 80 % of seats are decked with a char-
acteristic shell roofing (180 x130 m). The roof is the biggest architectural attraction of
the structure and it consists of 20 intersecting geodesic shells. Each shell forms a slice
of a geometrized flattened sphere consisting of a net of triangular planes. These planes
are filled with metal panels or with a transparent material. Roof generatrices were
covered with a mesh of LED lamps from the inside. Thanks to a digital control, lamps
can generate changing images on the surface. Therefore the stadium, like other men-
tioned previously, can transmit emotions experienced at the stadium. To create the
geometry of the stadium many parametric digital tools were used. During the concept
stage a combination of Catia models and 3-D CAD was used (with Cox Architects and
RMIT University’s Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory). During later stages of
the project Arup company used Bentley’s Generative Components software enabling
dynamic analysis of structure tensions, its parametric modifications, and verifying
calculations in the real time. Further optimizations were conducted on analytic software
dedicated specifically to Arup needs. After completing optimization the parametric
model was imported to the Bentley Systems software and it was used to generate
documentation. An independent and interesting matter was a digital optimization of a
functional structure of the building. As the complex consists not only of the stadium,
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but of many accompanying functions, an attempt to analyze the model of visitor traffic,
inflow and outflow of fans and their evacuation was undertaken. To do that software for
analyzing the movement of masses was used (Oasys MassMotion). The software
enables tracking and analyzing in 3-dimentional model environment of human motions
represented by single avatars (in this case 31 000 “agents” were used). Vertical and
horizontal circulation, waiting areas in front of entrances and ticket offices were ana-
lyzed considering various sports events. On the basis of these analyses several changes
were made in the functional structure of the building (i.e. staircases were widened and
redesigned). The whole project required close cooperation between architects, other
designers, and consultants to develop an optimal solution.

Fig. 1. [L.] Colosseum, Rome, Italy, 80 (“New7Wonders of the World” list 2007). Capacity:
50 000; [R.] Centennial Hall, Wrocław, Poland, 1913 (UNESCO list 2006). Capacity: 8 000
(Author: Adam Gil).

Fig. 2. [L.] Spodek Arena, Katowice, Poland, 1971. Capacity: 11 500; [R.] The Olympiastadion,
Munich, Germany, 1972. Capacity: 69 2500 (Author: Adam Gil).

Fig. 3. [L.] “Bird’s Nest”, Beijing, China, 2008. Capacity: 80 000 (Olimpic Games 2008:
91 000); [R.] Allianz Arena, Munich, Germany, 2005. Capacity: 70 000 (Author: Adam Gil).

Fig. 4. [L.] Municipal Stadium in Wrocław, Wroclaw, Poland, 2011. Capacity: 45 105; [R.]
Arena Kraków, Cracow, Poland, 2014. Capacity: 22 800 (Author: Adam Gil).
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4 Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of our deliberations on forming architecture of large – scale structures
for sports and entertainment two periods were distinguished for the purpose of the
paper. Summarizing the period of seventies to the twentieth century one notices a
particular influence of structural solutions on an architectural concept. The innovation
of the structure is the most important feature for the meaning of architecture. It
influences significantly the importance of architecture when considering the history and
the theory. In contemporary architectural discourse appears a notion of “an event”
which takes place in urban space. Bernard Tschumi increases the meaning of an event
which takes place in space and combines architecture with the idea, experiencing and
using. He writes: “The value of architecture no longer results from creating shapes in
space, but rather from fostering relationships within it. Combined relationships and
actions – reactions in (and for) a definitively “open” and non-predetermined reality; the
more qualitative, the more potentially interactive in positive synergy with environment.
This point to a latent change in the figure of architect, no longer formable only in terms
of a designer of objects, but rather in that of “strategist of processes” [4].

A characteristic feature of contemporary large-scale sports and entertainment
facilities is attention to the functionality of solutions, expressed by accessibility to all
potential participants of the show, while preserving the diversity of esthetic and formal
solutions. Modern development of techniques and technologies of constructing allows
expressing users’ emotions also trough the architectural form of a building. This occurs
at the fullest in the night when a building is illuminated with colors of joy, emotions
and optimism. Both in the past and today, a cooperation of architectural solutions and

Fig. 5. [L.] Wembey Stadium, London, Great Britain 2007. Capacity: 90 000; [R.] Aquatics
Centre, London, Great Britain, 2012. Capacity: 2 500 (Olimpic Games 2012: 17 500) (Author:
Adam Gil).

Fig. 6. [L.] AAMI Park Stadium, Melbourne, Austalia, 2010. Capacity: 30 050; [R.] Stonhenge,
Wiltshire, Great Britain, prehistoric (UNESCO list 1986) (Author: Adam Gil).
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structural concepts is the greatest value of these large structures. However one element
always remains constant: as in the mythical Stonehenge we like to experience emotions
in a circle (Fig. 6).

Returning to the question, included in the title of the paper, one can conclude, after
analyzing the examples, that contemporary sports architecture probably would not
emerge without computer software. The ongoing studies [1, 5] allow noticing a ten-
dency for humanizing, as well as dehumanizing the form of a building. Whilst many
examples lead to a conclusion that the increasing flexibility of tools enhances the
designer’s work possibilities (leading to humanization of architectural space), other
examples may suggest occurrence of “Uncanny Valley”8 effect. Creating architecture,
which is dedicated to people, can actually lead to dehumanization of architectural
space. If we agree on the fact that architecture is in close relation with art, we will also
approve a fact that the development of modern information technologies changes
communication conventions in art. The development of the artistic activity stored as a
digital layer, understandable for the calculating machine, leads to further integration of
cultural and digital meanings. Information sharing can be performed thanks to the
transfer into the bit language. Looking at the process of creating architectural space
itself, one can notice further opportunities as well as new “traps”. An architect – a
designer who is overwhelmed by new system solutions must find the balance in the
variety of choices. In the pursuit of endless originality and shortening the design
process, solutions may occur as products repeated in fragments or in greater parts …
Architecture in the past and in the present is developed in the struggle between a
creative thought of the designer and the social context, expectations of the investor and
the client.
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